"LEARNING WITHOUT BORDERS!"
OCTOBER - International Month of School Libraries at "George Poboran" Secondary School in Slatina

Starting with 2008, the libraries' day was celebrated on the last day of October, but later it was decided that the entire month of October be dedicated to this event, as well as the fact that each school can celebrate this event as many days as October wants.

The events dedicated to this day include activities in schools and public libraries, press promotional articles, literary contests, book exhibitions, artistic moments, workshops for rebuilding damaged books.

This year, school libraries are presented under the "LEARNING WITHOUT BORDERS" logo.
This year's special events include extra-school activity organized by the "George Poboran" Secondary School in Slatina, Olt County, entitled "LEARNING WITHOUT BORDERS!".

The activity began with the presentation of PPT, an overview of school libraries, the presentation of the world's largest libraries.
During the event, the history of writing came from papyrus, parchment, stone-to-book tablets. Students were presented with an e-book, they were amazed at the presentation of the electronic library.

As a School Libraries Day celebration can not be conceived without a book, there was also an old book exhibition and a new book library book, a book exhibition in various fields: art, language and communication, children's literature, universal literature, atlases of the world, etc.

"LEARNING WITHOUT BORDERS Has as its protagonists the students of the school who stunned their readings, covered different periods of Romanian literature reading from the Legends of Olympus to contemporary authors from the universal literature. The organizers were dir. Alexandru Bisveanu, Romanian Language and Literature Professor Eugenia Vlad, bibl. Codruța Bouleanu.

The contest "What do I know about the library?" Was organized, a group competition organized by groups, which is addressed to secondary school students, and the children are rewarded with diplomas.

It was followed by the "Sign of the Book" Project, where students and professors made bookmarks, which will be presented for a creative exchange with other countries.

"Through this activity, I aimed to attract children's attention to the importance of libraries for the widening of their cultural universe and for the acquisition of a wider cultural capital. We thought that by bringing the library children closer, we would challenge them to read the purpose by stimulating curiosity and taste for reading. Also, the preparation of an intellectual elite, of an open generation to everything that means culture, from traditional to modern. "Prof. of Romanian Language and Literature VLAD EUGENIA IOANA.

"In order for the book to become a daily habits and more so as the pleasure to read to become a desirable and lived necessity, it must be cultivated before even the learning of the alphabet. The role of the educator is to watch not only "how," "how," how "reads his students. Not the large number of books read counts, but their artistic and educational value. An important objective for each class, but especially for the Romanian language and literature teacher, is the awakening of pupils' interest in reading. Once formed, the taste for reading can turn into a real passion that can be felt throughout life. "Prof.dir. ALEXANDRU BÎSCOVEANU

https://www.facebook.com/scoala.georgepoboran?fref=nf